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Abolishment vote scheduled

SAB OK's procedure
By Dive Davis
Staff Reporter
The student vote scheduled for
Thursday on whether to abolish the
Student Government Association
(SGA) was declared legal Sunday night
by the Student Arbitration Board
(SAB I
SAB voted 5-0 that the correct
procedure for calling tor a student vote
had been followed according to the
initiative process in the SGA
constitution
Under that process. Ih per cent of
the undergraduate student body 982
students-must sign a petition calling
for a vote on the issue
As of Sunday night 1.072 students
signed the petitions, which then were
presented to Steven J
Dennen.
chairman of elections board, for
validation.
SAB ACTED on the initiative on the
request of W Randall Hathaway. SGA
president elect, who charged that the
proposed abolishment violated the SGA
constitution and the University Grant
of Powers
According to the SGA constitution,
students outside SGA can begin action
that is within the scope of student
senate powers if 7'« per cent of the
student body sign a petition.
Hathaway's student attorney. John
W Ward, pointed out that the student
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senate had previously declared that
they could not abolish SGA without a
student vote.
In the initiative process. Ward said,
students can start action within the
powers of the student senate Since the
senate admitted that it didn't have the
power to abolish, it follows that the
student body doesn't, he said
Hathaway also argued that since
SGA was a recognized University
organization, any abolishment of SGA
must be approved by University
President Hollis A. Moore Jr.
Walter D
Montague, student
attorney speaking for the student body,
refuted Ward's argument by quoting
from a latter part of the SGA
constitution which relegates powers to
the student body in regard to the
amendment process.
MONTAGUE SAID he believes the
abolishment of SGA was a drastic form
of an amendment which only the
student body could strike down

Montague summed up his arguments
by saying. "Students have a
fundamental right to decide their own
form of government
However. Montague did agree that
final approval for the abolishment of
SGA rests with Dr Moore
Christopher J Mehling. student
senator and one of the proponents of
the abolishment of SGA. said even
though the hearing was successful
from his point of view it had disturbing
ramifications
"Students do not have the right to
abolish their own government."
Mehling said, "since Dr Moore must
approve it according to Ohio law
"THIS IS one of the reasons we want
to establish a student government
outside of the administration." he said.
"so we won't be answerable to such
laws "

TrW wet winter weather wears on, while students wait for the eternal
quarter to end. (Newsphoto by Ed Suba)

Student union operating at John Carroll
By Rob Arkwrlgkl
The Student Government Association.
I SGA) formulating alternatives to its
present organization, has suggested in
previous meetings a student union.
The question of whether to adopt a
student union, funded entirely through
student donations, will be put to a
student vote Thursday.
John Carroll University. University
Heights. Ohio, presently has a student
union.
The union consists of a president and
vice-president elected by the student
body at large, a 32-member student
senate, a secretary and a treasurer

elected by the student senate The
chairman of John Carroll's InterOrganizational Council (IOC)
it
elected by the student body.

Second in o series
THE SENATE is comprised of four
officers from each class, two residence
hall senators from each class and two
off-campus senators from each class.
According to David M. Venacci.
student union treasurer, the union
takes care of special activities such as
concerts, academic affairs and about
bah* of the student mixers held on
campus
The rest of the mixers are run by IOC

and serve as a funding agent for
campus groups in need of money.
Venacci said.
If an organization needs money, it
must demonstrate to IOC that it cannot
get money by any other means. It may
then sponsor a mixer for IOC and keep
a percentage of the profits, he said.
According to Venacci, the student
union is funded by a voluntary fee card
sent to students during the summer at
the expense of the union
THE FEE is $l» a year and entitles
students to discounts on unionsponsored activities, he said.
Venacci added that the student union

has a projected revenue of 115,000 a
year but only received about half that
amount last year
Venacci said he does not think the
voluntary system is a good one He said
the system is not fair because students
who do not contribute to the union are
entitled to the same activities as those
who contribute.
He added that a referendum to
initiate a mandatory fee program is
before the student body.
Venacci explained that students
would be billed through the university
every semester and would be required
to pay the fee
HE SAID he thinks students are in

favor of the madatory fee by about a
three to one margin.
Venacci said the student union is a
"forum for any activity that the
students might want," and serves as a
link between students and
administration
He said interested students can come
to the union with problems, and the
union will attempt to find a solution.
The union successfully helped
change administration policy on
pass/fall courses and is currently
working on a project to change the
university's policy on alcoholic
beverages, he said.

GSS asks OBR
for grad council
By I.ynn Dagat

Playful push

Proiidont Ford takes an unexpected dip in the pool
at Camp David during a weekend last fall after a
playful push from his wife. The photo, by Fred Ward,

is among a selection which will bo featured in Time
magozino this week. (AP Wirophoto)

Malnutrition spreads through Cambodia
PHNOM PENH. Cambodia (AP) Every day a few more trickle in.
mostly the very old and the very young,
held up or carried along by relatives or
friends.
Mostly poor and unemployed, they
have spent the recent months of their
lives on the run from once lush lands,
living off (he dole of foreign aid in the
fetid squalor of shuns and packed
refugee camps around Phnom Penh
They are sick with dysentery,
bronchial pneumonia, tuberculosis,
malaria and other tropical diseases.
COMBINED with a poor diet
deficient in vitamins, proteins and
carbohydrates, illness gives these
peasants the unmistakable signs of
malnutrition.
Their bodies are dehydrated and
emaciated, their skins' normal

elasticity is gone and their glassy eyes
are ha If-closed in anticipation of death
"These people are already in the
terminal stages," a doctor said,
pointing to the already overcrowded
ward of a newly reopened malnutrition
center in Phnom Penh.
"IT'S ALL we can do just to stabilize
them and then slowly begin the job of
building them up again." he said.
The doctor's patients are just a few
of the thousands of Cambodians
suffering from malnutrition, a
phenomenon which has been rapidly
increasing in the past month.
They are the first to feel the slow
economic strangulation of the
Cambodian cipital by the Khmer
Rouge insurgent's nearly 2Vt-monthold offensive
Malnutrition has struck hardest at

those who have fled most recently
from the fighting around Phnom Penh.
OFFICIALS estimate about 50.000
persons fled their homes in January,
the first month of the dry season
offensive, further burdening the work
loads of a handful of Western voluntary
agencies that care for refugees.
More than half a million refugees in
the Phnom Penh area now are directly
dependent on these agencies' handouts
for survival.
Voluntary agency officials were the
first to point out the growing problem
of malnutrition in recent weeks.
While government officials claimed
there was still 45 days of rice on hand
for the capital's estimated two million
residents, the voluntary agencies were
complaining there just was not enough
rice to help the refugees.
TO KEEP these stocks at a safe

level and prevent a rice panic among
the population, diplomatic sources
explain, the United States kicked off a
one-month-long 15 5 million airlift of
rice 10 days ago.
Hauling in between 530 and 565 tons
per day. the airlift is aimed at keeping
up with daily consumption in the
capital until the Cambodian
government can organize an operation
to reopen the Mekong River to supply
convoys.
The shipping channel has been closed
since Jan 30
During a visit last week by Asst.
Secretary of State Philip Habib. which
coincided with that of a congressional
delegation, the administration official
promised an outright grant of 20.000
tons of rice to the voluntary agencies
for refugees and "other needy
persons."

COLUMBUS - Representatives of
the Graduate Student Senate (GSSI
met yesterday with Dr. James A
Norton, chancellor of the Ohio Board of
Regents (OBR). to lay the groundwork
for a graduate student advisory council
tc the board
A meeting between graduate
students from the 12 state-supported
universities and the OBR was
tentatively scheduled for April 21. in
Columbus
The graduate student advisory
council would be designed to be the
counterpart of an undergraduate
advisory council, which provides input
from the state universities' student
government presidents to the OBR
Dr. Norton said he had asked the
undergraduate advisory council how to
get input from the graduate students,
but they had reached no conclusion
He said the undergraduate council
was not really a functioning body
"because of the irregular attendance
by the representatives."
GARY WOLFORD. GSS president
and a teaching fellow in the College of
Education, said GSS took the lead to
establish an advisory council because
of the increasing committment being
made to graduate education in state
universities.
He said the decreasing birthrate,
coupled with the drop in undergraduate
enrollments, will place greater
emphasis on graduate studies in the
future
Dr. Norton said the advisory council
would be "a good experiment."
However, he cautioned the graduate
students that many times a
constituency committee such as the
one they hope to establish becomes a
"source of disappointment."
He said contingency councils often
"lack strong direction and end up only
dealing in generalities."
HE SAID the OBR would invest
some time in the committee and see
how it works.
Dr. Norton also scheduled a forum
meeting with GSS in May at the
University to discuss graduate
education at Bowling Green
specifically

The meeting is tentative, however,
because University President Hollis A.
Moore has not yet been notified of the
Regents visit planned for May 15. Dr.
Norton added
Wolford also mentioned general fee
allocations to Dr. Norton, but the
chancellor declined to comment. He
said general fee allocations "are a
campus issue, under the jurisdiction of
the Board of Trustees."

Firemen enforce
bars' maximum
occupancy limit
Two firemen now patrol downtown
bars on weekends to guard against
violations of their maximum
occupancy limits, according to Howard
Rutter, city safety director.
The firemen were added to the
downtown bar patrol about a month
ago. They join varying numbers of fulltime policemen and two auxiliary
policemen, who patrol the downtown
area on Thursday. Friday and Saturday
nights
Rutter explained that every public
building has a maximum legal
occupancy determined by dividing the
amount of usable floor space by eight.
He said two downtown bars — Some
Other Place. 110 N Main St, and the
Brathaus. 115 E Court St - were
forced to close two weeks ago because
they exceeded the maximum
occupancy limits.
CLOSING IS a last resort, according
to Rutter. He said the usual procedure
is for a fireman to warn the doorman to
not admit any more people until the
crowd again numbers under the legal
limit.
Rutter said he has also been in
contact with the state department of
liquor enforcement, which could send
undercover agents to Bowling Green.
It is the department's duty to insure
that all liquor permit holders comply
with state laws. Rutter said, but bar
patrons on the streets are the
responsibility of the local government.
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parking question
needs answering
1 It appears once again that students are getting short shrift when it
tomes to their rights, this time because of the athletic department and
parking Services.
At question is whether students have the right to park in Lot 14,
between the Library and Anderson Arena, during basketball games.
F Despite the fact that the University Motor Vehicle Regulations allow
students to park in Lot 14 at any time, they are frequently denied that
right by a clause that allows Parking Services free rein during special
events
1
Students who are denied parking are directed to Lot 1 behind the Health
.'enter, where they must pay $1 to park.
Students are therefore forced to either park their cars far away from
the Library or pay to park In Lot 1, despite the fact that they have already
aid when they registered their cars.
Official thinking about the problem is exemplified by the comments of
Charles T. Kisselle. assistant athletic director, who said students should
study in their rooms during basketball games or go to the Library at
about 4 p.m.
i Such comments demonstrate a disregard for the educational objectives
a university should try to attain.
The parking problem is even more unjust when the lot is closed for high
I school basketball games, as it was last week.
• By closing the lot to students, the University is saying it owes more to
i high school students than it does to its own.
; But the problem need not be as bad as it is.
There is plenty of parking space in outlying lots such as Lot 6. and the
I University owns a small fleet of buses.
Why not use the distant lots for basketball parking, and run a shuttle
I bus service to the Arena? Congestion would be relieved by such a system,
and Lot 14 could be set aside for academic purposes.
It is about time the University established priorities. Do University
facilities exist to allow students to get a proper education, or do they
exist to promote athletics as a business? The question needs answering.

ford's political dealings
And the President promised the
feisty block of 75 Democratic freshmen
at breakfast at the White House that he
would stop berating congressional
inaction if they would cooperate in
fashioning energy and tax reduction
programs that would start the country
on the road to recovery

WASHINGTON -Kirst the stick and
then the carrot. Even Lyndon Johnson
would have to admire the way
President Ford has whip-sawed
Congress into a receptive mood on
energy and tax legislation.
01' Lyndon wouldn't have said it that
way He probably would have allowed
as how Jerry Ford finally had found a
football helmet, or learned in the White
House how to chew gum and walk at
the same time.
But in some important ways, Mr.
Ford exceeded the master of
congressional manipulation.
Johnson never had to deal with a
Congress controlled by the opposition,
not even when he was Senate
Democratic leader
MR. FORD, as House Republican
boss and as President, has never
experienced the pleasure of leading the
majority.
So he used the stick on a Democratic
94th Congress, whacking it with a
tough oil-import tariff plan that set
lawmakers to howling
Like the Southern mule skinner who
had to hit his balky beast with a twoby-four to get its attention, so Mr. Ford
got Congress to sit up and take notice.
In fact, that's exactly how one
Democratic House leader ruefully put
it to the President during a White
House meeting
But the President didn't stop there.
He took to the road, selling his energy
conservation program while constantly
telling the public that Congress, as
usual, seemed only to be sitting on its
duff in Washington

he got from the heavy stick that
Lyndon Johnson regularly applied to
the opposition.
So Congress finally had to respond,
first with a Democratic economic
package that read like a press release
instead of a program and then, finally,
with a Ways and Means Committee
proposal that offered what the President wanted a basis for a good
compromise between the Republican
administration and the Democrats on
Capitol Hill
Instantly. Mr Ford put the stick
behind his back and held out the carrot
While vetoing the bill that would
have outlawed his oil tariff tax. he
delayed imposition of the next
installments of the tariff boost while he
and his energy chiefs-Frank Zarb.
Treasury Secretary Simon and Interior
Secretary Morton-negotiated a better
plan with Chairman Al I llin.in of Ways
and Means

SUDDENLY THE mood has
changed Now it's no longer big bad
Jerry Ford in the White House, but
nice guy Jerry Ford, the one the Hill
remembers from bygone days
"Quite a concession," was the way it
was put by Rhode Island's John 0
Pasture Democratic chairman of the
Special Senate panel on energy and the
economy "I think it behooves the
Congress to respond in kind."
In Lyndon Johnson's day. they would
call this arm-twisting. Somehow, it
doesn't seem to fit Mr. Ford, that nice
ail-American center and linebacker at
the University of Michigan.
So term it a body block, plus an
outstretched hand to help Congress up
from the turf
The President isn't waiting for
Capitol Hill Democrats to call the next
play. He's now wormed his way into
the opposition huddle
ADMINISTRATION men like Zarb.
Simon and other government officials

JK-
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MR. FORD knows that game well.
He still bears the congressional bruises

cher tries harder

LOS ANGELES-Cher is on the set of
Television City's Studio 31 She is about
to do a complicated bit of comedy
stage business In which she must pick
up a baseball bat and successively
lash a rug. a rubber spider, a lock,
n alarm clock, a bottle, a cantaloupe
nd a birthday cake
The routine is routine slapstick. It
an only be as ftlrlny as the comedienne •
an make It; and, although lfmaBttK.'
asy, any actor will tell you Kit to
remain in character, while handling so
fnany props so quickly, is an
ccomplishment
All the more so for an actress whose
revious
comedy experience has
nostly been standing still and
elivering one-liners set up for her by a
traightman
Cher, the new star. America's latest
exy lady, gets cued Wack, smash.
ang-spiders, clocks and locks go
lying "Wonderful," the director's
'oice tells her from the control room.
rhile an audience of 20 or 30 friends
nd hangers-on clap "Let's do it
gain," the director then adds
THE PROPS are replaced. A
nkeup man powders a gleam off
Cher's nose, and the skit is repeated,
nly this time the bottle she's supposed
|o smash rolls on the floor
George Schlatter. the producer.
Brawls after it and attempts to hand it
ack up to Cher as she perseveres to a
arbage-strewn climax of smooshed
lelon and devastated cake
Again the voice from the control
oom says it was wonderful, but
hey're running the tape on the studio
lonitor for Schlatter to see if it was
One of the cameras shooting the skit
as picked up the producer on his
■nds and knees and they want to
Intersplice him into the scene. "I'm
lot sure the American public is ready
or a gorilla like me." says Schlatter.
mo has to put the Cher show together
i dribs and drabs and short takes
very week
Most of the big comedy shows are
performed in front of an audience and
ped from start to finish as though
hey were polished theatrical
Productions, but that can't be done
nth Cher Every week Schlatter has
ot her doing something new.
omething she's never done before,
'hich she doesn't have the experience
o run through without committing
aggies of gaffs and glitches
AS A RESULT, part of the show is
iped in front of a live audience while
he rest is done in a rehearsal situation
fith the best snippets of performance
ilectronically put together on the tape
diting machines
For George Schlatter. who produced
Laugh-In." such patching presents no

problem and he finds it the best way to
perfect his slar. "She never did a
monologue before, she never danced
before, and this is a star vehicle as
opposed to Laugh-In' which was a
producer vehicle." George explains,
while a choreographer demonstrates
the proper way to do the bump and
grind to a Cher who is sitting on her

Nicholas

von Hodman

haunches, smoking a cigarette,
drinking a can of pop and studying the
man's movements.
"She's a worker," George says,
admiring an ambitious nature which
motivates her to do 10 retakes of a
minute segment without squawking.
"Not many people in this business
who'll do that Have you ever seen
Dean Martin rehearse''"
Producers tend to talk well of their
stars to visiting reporters, but
George's appraisal of Cher conveys
something past public relations:
"Until Cher, women have been the
joke, not done the joke. They have been
used as the butt of the joke, if you don't
mind a slip into chauvinism "
George should know. He's worked on
a lot of woman comedy shows going
back to Lucy, tile savagely humiliated,
female c'own To him performers like
Carol Burnett and Mary Tyler Moore
are transitional figures, but Cher, he
says, will be the first female star to
carry a show in the same way that
many men have.
THERE ARE a lot more women in
the production unit than you'll usually
see One of the writers, the assistant
director, the stage manager, one of the
choreographers, even one of the grips
are women
"We've tried to bring women in."
Schlatter says "I was the first male
chauvinist to surrender women are
smarter than men "
Having said that. George doesn't
want to get himself tabbed a causist so
he tells you. "I'm not a social worker.
I'm not a philanthropist, and I'm not
into that with Cher She's not into the
movement, but she is a product of the
movement The first real woman of the
70s"
As he speaks. Cher has begun to do a
very difficult act with Freddie Prinze,
the young star of "Chico and the Man."
As George studies them working

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Hall.

together he says, yes, it is also true
that the first real woman of the 70s
attracts many female viewers with the
splendidly and expensively crazy
costumes she wears Such are the
complexities of these things
Just then Freddie and the star get
tangled up in each other while doing a
comic song-and-dance number "Let's
pick it up from the joke," George
shouts "Cher, when you went over to
"the piano that time it lacked some of
the precision of the Polish parade "
Cher nods, makes a clown face, and
resumes her place, ready to try again

fee
allocation
committee's
recommendations published Tuesday
in the News
First, isn't it a bit strange that The
BG News is given an incredible 133 per
cent increase over this year's budget"
Justification for this allotment land
request by the News for almost threeand-a-half times more money than this
year) is offered as simply "rising
publishing costs "
Plenty of space was used to show
reasons for the committee's various
decisions Most denials and reductions
in requested budgets were justified on
the grounds of the efficiency of the
specific organizations making
requests.
ISN'T efficiency relevant in the case
of The BG News' allotment? Sure,
prices have risen rapidly for just about
everything, we all know that.
However, will it really cost our
campus newspaper over twice as much
to operate next year? If so. I would
very much like to see more of a justification than an arbitrary blanket
statement like
"rising publishing
costs "
Concerning the intercollegiate
athletics issue, I think Mr Wilcox and
Mr Donley both miss the point. They
stress the fact that, with the reduction
in funds for intercollegiate athletics,
"the first sports to go will be the small,
non-income producing sports".
Mr Donley says. "You will .force
Mr Young tathletic director) to decide
what to cut back, but don't expect it to
be football"
THE COMPLAINTS against so much
money for intercollegiate athletics, in
my opinion, center on the waste of
money in those major sports.
I enjoy sports, both as a participant
and a spectator, and I can see the
benefits to the University from varsity
athletics
But. I have trouble relating steak
dinners and plush hotel rooms to the
success of the sports program.
I also disagree with the excessive
grants-in-ald and scholarships to those
chosen few who can run faster or jump
higher than the rest of us.
PART OF the thousands of dollars
spent by intercollegiate athletics could
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'I'M NOT AT ALL SURI I LIKI THI WAY YOU'VE PUT THIS TOGETHER, BUT .

Leuera
allocations
unfair
I have two comments concerning the

are meeting daily with the staff chiefs
and members of the Ways and Means
and Senate committees to work out the
rest of the economic-energy game
plan.
So far at least, the Democratic
approach is akin to Mr. Ford's in a
very important way Both rely on the
pricing mechanisms of the
marketplace to achieve energy
conservation through higher prices to
consumers, primarily gasoline users
Mr Ford may have to accept a quota
system on petroleum imports, but
Democrats seem to be coming around
to the Ford view that gas rationing at
the pumps is no way to save fuel
because it merely spreads the shortage
around while doing nothing to increase
supply.
So what began in January as a total
stand-off between Mr Ford and an
opposition Congress now seems likely
to yield to a compromise energy
package that may be workable as well
as politically acceptable
Lyndon Johnson built his reputation
on devising just such solutions He
resented Jerry Ford because the House
GOP leader wasn't easily swept off his
feet
But I.H.I overlooked one thing A
man who plays football without a
helmet can't be brought down by a
yank on the face guard.

be used towards that indoor
recreational facility this campus
desperately needs
The benefit to the student body as a
whole would be immense compared to
the benefit we get from a couple of
hours of football a week during the
season
If Dick Young is going to cut back on
the minor sports and let the major
programs continue to waste my
money, the whole issue is pointless
But, what else can the students or
ACGFA do except to reduce the money
we give Mr Young to waste?
Tom Trimble
W3TKE

black apathy
I was completely shocked to learn
that ACGFA denied general fee
funding of the Black Student Union
(BSUl and the Black African People's
Association (BAPA) for 1975-76.
I understand that budgets must be
cut. but to deny these groups any
money is elimination.
It was stated in The BG News that
most ACGFA members believed
BAPA should receive monies through
the World Student Association, while
they. WSA. were only allocated about
half of the two groups' request.
Also. ACGFA recommended that the
BSU and the Black Board of Cultural
Activities (BBCAI merge, which is a
complete farce. What gives the
ACGFA the power to combine
organizations?
ACGFA NOT only recommended,
but has systematically forced two
groups to merge by not allocating BSU
anything and BBCA only 16,500. a
fraction of the two groups' combined
requests.
These types of actions are in
violation of the two groups'
constitutional
rights to function
differently, and also a bad step in the
direction of black-white relations at
BGSU
If you combine what I have said with
the fact that Dr Moore recently asked
that students' general fees be raised to
"at least |7S." I wonder how the
raising of the black students' general
fees can be justified under the 1W5-76
general fee allocations
I consider ACGFA to be a political
group and I know that all politicians
respond to pressure, so I would like to
pose a question to anyone who can
answer it.

"Can I assume that BAPA and BSU
were phased out because the black
community applied no pressure, such
as that which brought changes In the
1960's?"
To the black community I pose this
question.
If half of our existing
organizations are banished this year, is
there any guarantee the other half
won't be dismissed' next year''''
Chris Reid
338 Palmer. Apt. 29

neglected duty
I would like to congratulate the
sports department of The BG News on
their continuing neglect of duty. Two
weeks ago the hockey team turned in a
fine performance by beating St. Louis.
The victories over the Billikens helped
BG to regain its national ranking.
Two outstanding players were Mike
Hartman and Tom Esper In fact, they
were so outstanding that they tied for
the player of the week award
Were their pictures and names
printed in the sports pages of the News
last week" NO Did their names appear
with the obvious honor" NO. Was there
any mention ol the player of the week''
Think hard, but the answer is still NO.
Mr Garfield and Mr Glover. I think
that it is about time you woke up and
started printing this worthwhile news.
Mike and Tom. my hat is off to you for
your fine efforts in the two key
victories.
Tom McNair
245 Bromfield

drop/add
ridiculous
-We are writing in search of some
answers Why does Bowling Green
have such a large scheduling problem?
Why is it that such schools as OSU.
TU. Cleveland State. University of
Michigan, and the University of
Kentucky, to name a few. have little or
no problems?
How can students graduate in four
years if they are continuously closed
out of courses in their majors?
The scheduling is causing students to
consider transferring and even
dropping out. Is this what the
University wants? It was bad enough
last year, when scheduling lor one

quarter at a time left us with the
prospect of facing Drop Add but
scheduling for two quarters is
ridiculous'
The no-charge idea is nice but we are
going through three times the hassle
We've been told that there aren't
enough professors and facilities
However, if you won't hire more
professors, why not limit the
enrollment''
Why should students be forced to
take courses just to fill in hours'' We
are tired of wasting our money and our
time for courses we are not interested
in due to being closed out of necessary
courses.
Are there others who share our
feelings"
LuAnn Wise
Kathy Thomas
Patty Wilson
Carole Chidley
Ann Provonsil
Terry Mueller
Brenda Petroc
Ruth Menu..
Kathy Jones
Lowry Hall
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Center to research cognitive skills
By

DM

Kikec

How Important to a college student's general education it
training in cognitive skills or the development of critical
thinking abilities'1
These are questions that will be tested and researched
spring quarter in two separate projects funded by the
University's new Competency-Based
Undergraduate
Education Action-Research Center (CUE).
The two projects are the first to draw funds from the
1500.000 federal grant received by the CUE Center to study
competency-based undergraduate education
The money from the grant will be spread over a threeyear period and be used primarily for faculty research.
CUE was established in July as a research center
designed to determine the impact of general education
courses on student development
Another goal of the center is to determine what learning
skills are valuable to students and how they can be
developed
One project will be a cognitive skill research study
conducted by Roger Gross, associate professor of speech,
and Dr Gary Woditsch. director of CUE
ACCORDING TO Gross, the project will consist of
researching journals and books In the Library which have
information on human cognitive skill development or which
outline previous experiments on that subject.
"We want to define and identify the cognitive skills, draw
together what other psychological experiments have found,
and see what other universities are doing in cognitive skills
training.'' Gross said
Gross said the research will be valuable in designing more
effective methods of teaching courses
'' Most students have poorly-developed cognitive skills and
are frustrated in clan because they can't satitf y professors
expectations." be explained, "lve noticed major cognitive
skill problems even in students going after their Ph.D."
The research will be conducted throughout the spring and
summer quarters
The other project involves testing the critical thinking
skills of students taking the Philosophy 206 logic course,
which makes use of and is designed to develop critical
thinking skills
Critical thinking skills are those skills that a person uses
to recognize the logical quality of statements. It is also one
of the cognitive skills

THIS PROJECT will be headed by Donald Scherer.
associate professor of philosophy, and is directed at finding
what critical thinking skills students may already have or
are developed through the course.
Also, according to Scherer. the testing will show which
students are lacking in certain critical thinking skills and if
the range of skills being taught is adequate
According to Scherer. the testing will include answering
by students of multiple choice questions which call for the
use of certain critical thinking skills
The test will be given in two parts, one at the beginning of
spring quarter and one at the end.
"The first or pre-test will tell us which critical thinking
abilities are lacking in students It will indicate to the
instructor which students and what skills have to be worked
on and which don't." he said
Scherer also said the pre-test ran show that a student may

WASHINGTON (API-US District Judge John J Sirica
yesterday dismissed Watergate cover-up charges brought
more than a year ago against former White House aide
Gordon C. Strachan
Sirica acted at the request of Special Prosecutor Henry S.
Ruth who cited Strachan's "limited role" in the cover-up
and "substantial" legal issues in urging that Strachan not be
forced to stand trial
IN THE Nixon White House. Strachan. a lawyer, worked
as a political assistant to H R Haldeman. the former
presidents chief of staff
Since his indictment March 1. 1974. Strachan has been
living in Salt Lake City. Utah, where he is working as a clerk
in a law firm.
Strachan. 31. is a member of the bar in California and New
York He said Monday in a telephone interview he probably
will seek to practice in Utah
SIRICA granted the prosecutor's motion to drop charges
during a brief hearing not attended by Strachan
Strachan had been scheduled to stand trial along with
John N. Mitchell. John D. Ehrlichman. Haldeman and

poor working conditions. ' Garcia said

The United Farm Workers i UFW > boycott of Gallo wine
products is apparently alive and active in Bowling Green
The University's Latin Student Union raises funds on
campus every Wednesday by distributing UFW literature
and selling pro-boycott buttons to inform the student body
and the community of the grievances and problems incurred
by migrant farm workers nationally
Luis Garcia, junior i A4S). is one of the students involved
in getting the farm workers views known on campus.
"The living conditions of the farm workers are bad. and
many have been sprayed with deadly pesticides while
working We want ta-organize a boycott against Gallo wine
products and any wine made in Modesto, California,
because Gallo is the only wine producer In Modesto.
"The workers are working without a contract and under

JEAN PETERMAN, the volunteer coordinator for the
UFW boycott in Bowling Green, expressed optimism that
the boycott would be successful because "the cause is just
and it is only a matter of informing the people of the facts
behind the boycott."
Peterman said many Jewish organizations, the United
Auto Workers (UAW>. the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLCl under Rev Ralph Abernathy and others
had taken up the cause behind the boycott
"We will be concentrating on informing the student body
about the boycott by passing out leaflets on the products
concerned later this spring." said Garcia.
The Latin Student Union depends on revenue made by
their displays to purchase more informational facilities.
Garcia said

Sigma Nu
All-Greek Tea
and

Beer Chugging Contest
10% off on all
Seasonal Clothing

Sat. March 15th
Contest begins at 7:00 P.M.
Tea begins at 9:00 P.M.
IN THE

Northeast Commons

Worldly Goods

Co-sponsored by
Fslitaff Seer t Sound Associates

904 E. Wooster

W + WW*.

NOTICE
J^.

already have the critical thinking skills emphasised by the
course, raising the possibility that a student may receive
credit for the course and be able to step up to a more
advanced one immediately
THE SECOND or post-test will indicate how well the
students did or did not develop their critical thinking skills
through the course. Scherer said
"We can use this information to determine which critical
thinking skills the average student has or doesn't have." he
said. "This information will help us in teaching next term's
students."
Scherer explained that the benefits of the project will be
felt quickly. He stated that they will use the results in the
spring quarter and even more in the coming fall.
"We want to improve the teaching of the course as much
as we can. "he said

Sirica dismisses charges

Wine boycott appears alive, active
By Willie Slaughter

newsnotes

Robert C Mardian. who were all convicted New Year's Day
for their parts in the cover-up
BIT A few weeks before the trial began Oct. 1. Sirica
agreed that Strachan should be tried separately because of
claims by his defense lawyer that earlier promises of
immunity from prosecution had been broken
With the Strachan issue now past. Sirica has only one
remaining task in the Watergate cover-up case, the
sentencing of Frederick LaRue on Friday
LaRue. a former aide to Mitchell on the 1972 Nixon reelection committee, pleaded guilty to conspiracy for his
part in the cover-up
He could receive up to five years in jail.

Woman takes post
WASHINGTON (API-For
the first Ume in 20 years, the
nation has a woman as a
member of the President's
Cabinet. Carla Anderson
Hills, who took the oath of
office yesterday as secretary of housing and urban
development
President Ford, welcoming the 41-year-old Los
Angeles attorney with high
praise, said Hills faces an
immense job in her new
post, taking on "the very
serious responsibility of
administering this Important department at a time of
recession in the housing
industry."

House at the swearing-in
ceremonies, "she has the
unique skills and dedication
which are vital in helping us
move through a very difficult
time into productivity in
housing and urban development "

"HOWEVER," the Presi
dent told an audience in the
East Room of the White

Hills thus became the
third woman ever named to
a Cabinet post.

Ford said that restoration
of the housing market was
imperative
SUPREME Court Justice
Byron R. White administered the oath to Hills, while
her husband. Roderick Hills,
also an attorney, held the
Bible Her four children,
aged 4 to 13. stood alongside

Oil pipeline
CLEVELAND I API - Standard Oil Co i Ohiol will spend
912 billion this year on trans-Alaska oil pipeline
construction and development of Alaska s Prudboe Bay
reserves, the firm said Monday
Executives said they expect substantial income from the
pipeline and Sohio oil holdings in Alaska, however, opening
the way to major investments and transforming "our
crude-short company into one of the nation's major
petroleum producing companies."
Sohio spokesmen estimated its total capital
expenditures this year will average $4 million daily for an
overall figure of si 4 billion, double the record $700 million
it spent in 1974

Kissinger
ANKARA. Turkey (AP) - Secretary of State Henry A
Kissinger diverted his Middle East shuttle to Turkey
yesterday to try to break the deadlock between the Greek
and Turkish Cypriots.
He arrived from Jerusalem where he told newsmen he
had no reason to change his view that another IsraeliF.gyptian disengagement in Sinai is still possible

Capital falls
SAIGON. South Vietnam I AP)-North Vietnamese tanks
and infantry drove into the central highlands capital of
Ban Me Thuoton yesterday, trapping i US. Embassy
official and eight American missionaries. House-to-house
fighting raged from dusk to dawn, field reports said.
Thirty miles southwest of Ban Me Thuoton along the
Cambodian border. North Vietnamese forces overran the
district town of Due Lap after blasting it and three
outposts with 10,000 artillery rounds, military officials
said. It was the second district capital to fall in three days
and the 13th since the cease-fire two years ago.

Cambodia
WASHINGTON (API-Senate Republican Leader Hugh
Scott said yesterday the United States should use as much
pressure as is necessary to change the government
leadership in Cambodia Immediately.
Scott did not name Cambodian President Lon Not An
aide said afterward that Scott meant the government
leadership including Lon Nol. but did not want to mention
Lon Nol by name.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

Now Leasing

Management Now Leasing

* SUMMER RATES
2 persons — $420.00
3 persons — $520.00

4 persons - $590.00
j FALL RATES-l270.00 4 persons
r CHERRY HILL VILLAGE features
• central gas air conditioning and heating with individual
apartment controls
• sound conditioned interior
• sliding glass doors to balcony & patto
• Gas - equipped launc-y area available in each apt. building
• patio areas with grills available lor each building
' Club house facility featunng indoor heated pool.

Cherry Hill Village Rental Office
853 Napoleon Rd., Suite-5
Office hrs 9-12 & 1-5
352-6248 or 352-9378

SUMMER RATES
starting at

FALL RATES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

starting at

200.00 *
TOTAL PRICE

135.00

Hampton House
705 7th St.
Buckeye House
649 6th St.
Birchwood Place
650 6th St.
Mt. Vernon
802 6th St.
Haven House Manor
1515 E. Wooster
The following offer access to the BG Health Spa,
swimming pool, whirlpool, sauna and locker room
facilities.

Preferred Properties Co.
Management 1163 Napoleon Rd.
Office Hrs 9 12 & 1-5 - 352-9378

TenniS
69SN11 Hwy 138
Pinion Hills CA 92372

March 21 ■ 30
Round Trip Bus Transportation
Accomodations at the Summitt Motel
10 Cases "Refreshments" on Each Bus
2 Free Bar-B-Ques in Daytona
8 Days - 7 Nights in Daytona
Optional Trips to Disney World
All Rooms on the Beach
Join OSU and TU Students
18 is Florida's Legal Age

5

J

Mr month, ponib** S«« »d unStf
Buimoi Opportunity!

Spring Break — Daytona Beach, Fla.

consult legal counsel for a copy of the law. Our management company is in compliance with this law. Our rates
are established and we do not have a cost of living or a utility increase. We also provide cable television at a re
duced rate. All utilities furnished, except electricity.

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE APTS.

M*«> eweatei •• lwm» MOO

$

15950

5000 Deposit Due March 10
FURTHER INFO CALL
JIM STOFAN
Asst. Director • Union Programs
B.G.U.

372-2345
DON'T BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD

• 4/Th.KJM.w., Tuwdor. March 11. 1975
MMMMMWWVWWWVWWWW

Got something to buy or sell?
Classified ads get results

LloTMlMG To KE/IR ?|

Student financial aid offered
Students needing financial
help to continue college next
year may find assistance
through one of the federal
programs or those offered
through
the
University
Financial Aid Office
According to Beryl Smith.

RIDERS WANTED

Come in and see our
NEW SPRING ARRIVALSCoordinates
Jackets
Pants
Blouse
Tanks
Halters
Shorts
Scarves
Jewelry
Handbags
etc.
etc.
etc.

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge

LEAVING BRYAN MARCH
22 FOR PASCA GOULA
MISSISSIPPI, 100 MILES
WEST OF PENSACOLA,
FLA. RETURNING MARCH
28. SHARE DRIVING AND
EXPENSES. CALL BOB 1682 1731 AFTER 7 P.M.

director of financial aid.
more students now than ever
before already have applied
for some type of aid He
attributed the increase to
the national economic situation
Federal grants and loans
include the National Direct
Student Loan (NDSLl and
the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant
Program (SEOG)
The M 'SI is a loan with a
three per cent interest rate
A student can apply for a
NSW. up to $2,500 the first
n...v

UHILI

Pregnancy Termination
lees adiusled by ability
to pay
Medicaid & Blue Cross
accepted

313-861-5656
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THE BASIC Educational
Opportunity Grant iBEOG)
can be combined with other
forms of aid to meet the full
costs of financing education
beyond high school. Smith
said
The amount of the grant is

nrmoc.,«nn

1 Wh.tr I'rincn.
il.aca Ii.a.
7 Spam.!, prnvinrr
11 Took ■ haadar
U C|„,
IS Win 111..\.-r

U y.HgW

determined by the student's
personal income as well as
his family's Unlike a loan,
grants do not have to be
repaid
During the 1*75-76 academic year, awards from
$S0-$>00 will be awarded
Deadline for applying for
a BEOG is Feb I, 1976. but
Smith said students should
mail applications early, so
the student can receive
early notification
The
Ohio Instructional
Grant i(He; I is restricted to
Ohio residents who are full-

wiuodnunv ruii.Lt.

*«<«

COUNSELING
ASSISTANCE
BUREAU

two years, or a total of
$5,000 as a full-time undergraduate and $10,000 as a
full-time graduate student.
The SEOG. available only
to full-time undergraduates,
is a grant ranging from $200
$1.000 each year
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time students and
n
making
"appropriate progress" towards an associate
or bachelor's degree, according to the application
An OIG applicant may not
be enrolled in a course of
study directed towards a
degree in theology, religion
or any other religious studies
A FAMILY Income Si.n,ment. which is included in
the application, must be
completed by the parent
The maximum amount
awarded a student in a
public institution is $600
Aug 8 is the application
deadline, but again. Smith
advised ear ly application
University
programs
include a work-study plan
and scholarships In order to
be eligible for a scholarship,
a student must have a 30
accumulative grade point
average and a 3 0 for spring
quarter
Financial aid is
also considered. Smith said
A work-study
program
also is offered to both under
graduate and graduate students Working with the University loan and grant program, the work-study program provides partlime jobs
lor students on the basis of
their financial needs
Any questions concerning
financial
aid
should
be
directed to the Financial Aid
Office
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by Garry Trudeau
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
PKRSONALS
lanliy. Marrk 11.1*7!
Active ( hnslians Today Bible studies. 603 (lough SI 10 00 a in
' The Christian & the Occult' 4 00 p m Creek Hible sludv Faculty
Lounge. Union, 7 00 p m ACT MlnwiM|i
Women s Intercollegiate liolf learn will meet in the North end o(
die Ice Arena. 9 30 p m Wear warm, comfortable clothes Bring
owngolt clubs
Sludenls running lor city council will be selected 2nd flour Slud
Serv Bldg 9 00 pm
Karate Club will meet Aud . St Thomas More Parish. 5 30 p m
Isocrates Speech Kd group will meet in 209 Smith Hall. 7 00 p m

RIDES

__^^^

Need ride from Daytona. Fla to
t'leye March 27 28 372 5465

Ride wanted to Ml.uil.i spr brk
352 5055
HELP WANTED
RN's or I.PN's partlime 3 11
and 11-7 Call 352 2180.8-S
Openings for 6 mature people Io
work partlime I'll 352-5689 for
interview
TYPIST needed to work HO
Monday Ovu Thursday Must be
able to type 50-60 words per
minute Ph 352*988 between 5
and 6 Thurs and Fri

Wedding Band 372-1949
Need PHOTOGRAPHS*
portraits.
passports.
applicaUons. senior specials
WEISSBROD Studio 123 W
Wooster 352-2142

TYPING DONE. 352 «B4
Decisions'' Need to talk'
Emotional and Material
Pregnancy Aid. 352-6338

I m m l.nSnUi > i

Southwyck Mall
I mill

H'IIMNI

2 f rmmtes needed fall qtr
$68 moCindy2-3910 __^_^
1 male roommate to share
lurnished apartment
spring
and or summer $50 mo 3528385
I f to sublease spring Call 3529244

1 m roommate spr qtr 352-7990
evenings
Female roommate spring
quarter
$71 mo
includes
utilities 352 5518

t f sublease, spring quarter
Thurslin Manor Apts 352-4149
Desperate sublet apartment for
spring quarter Call 1-2464413
collect
1 I. rmt needed $130 00 for all
spr qtr 352-5055
1 m. rmml to share 3 bedroom
house 930 E Wooster or 3532481

French tutoring Call 372-1844
CUSTOM WEDDING RINGS
BY PHILIP MORTON. THE
WORKING
HANDCRAFT
CENTER 515 CONNEAUT

Woodville Mall

1 or 2 females to sublet spring
FallonApts 353-4213.

Need 2 f rmml tor spr qtr
121HN Prospect

SERVICES OFFERED

Levi's Jeans announces the new button front jeans!
They're (resh from production at l.evi's and County Seat now has 'em in all sizes
1(X)% cotton denim (coming soon in chambray). $14.51)

LASALLE S
STUDENT
CREDIT CARDS FREE

Need female roommate spring
qtr. Close to campus 352-5824
Female to sublease
$80 mo 352-7112.

spring

WANTED

I m
roommate University
Corts. tW/mo. Ill Ml.

F
roommate, immediately.
utaoor ■art. IMMW.

1 male roommate spring qtr
Phone 352-8837

11 to share apt. spr . own room.
close to campus. 352-5580

I I. Greenview Apts furnished
all utilities paid 352-4781 after
3 OOp m

1 male roommate spr
$80 mo 352-5883

qtr.

2 female roommates spring
352-4715

1 m roommate to share large 2
bedroom furnished Wintiu-op
Terrace apt Dick. 352-8522 or
352-5884.

Need 1 m sublease spring
$«/mo.$«-l«n

Female to sublet
$55 mo 353 2182

Sublease spring 352-7895 after

spring

Want to buy Miranda Camera
352 7265

LASALLE S STUDENT
CREDIT CARDS PRM
$$Music Majors$$
CASH lor your used music
Tests and melnod books
Little Okie Music Shoppe
138 North Main St 111;

EXCITING
NEW
LIT
COURSES FOR SPRING
English 200 Lit Courses. Black
Amer Lit . Lit of the Midwest.
Gothic Grotesque.
Lit
and
Film. Poetry and Film. Black
Essay Short Story. Lit and
Psych . Plays of Family Life.
Lit and Religion. Short Stories
lEng 200 will satisfy your lit
requirement Prereq Eng 112
or 113 Check Spring schedule
for times I OTHER NEW LIT
COURSES
Eng
301
Shakespeare on Film. Eng 422
Lit ol the Amer West. Eng. 324
Japanese
Novel, Eng
300
Masterpieces i Prereq any 200
lit. course!
Goo Pho Boo AcUves. Thanks
for the Great Breakfast. The
Quarter Moons
Need a relaxed, easygoing place
to meet friends' Get it together
at The Redwood
Dar and Ray Congratulations
on your AEPi lavaliering Best
wishes. Shirley and Gary.
Abortion Information - Finest
medical care available at the
lowest
colt.
Immediate
appointment Toll free 1-800438-3770
GREAT
FOOD
REDWOOD!

THE

Abortion Information Service
SUrUng rate $125 Clinic very
close to area
1-24 week
pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist.
Modern techniques and finest
facilities
Immediate
arrangements will be made
with so hassle CaU collect. 24
hoar service 1-216-8311557.
Redwood's

Happy

Marcia - Have a Happy 21st
Good lock in all that you
attempt. Always a friend. Pwjgy

FOR SALE
1882 Olds 98
5883

Klectrophonu- Stereo
Kathy352 7008alter4pin

$90

BRIC.US SHOE REPAID
behind State Savings 300 S
Main 10-5 30dailv. 9 12 00Sat

WINTER SALE 50S OFF on all
items except jewelry THE
WORKINO HAM) CRAFT
CENTER :.1M .inll.Mlit

Try the
Hoar!

69 Fiat 124 Spider esrellenl
condition $1495 or best oiler I
478-0917 Toledo

Best offer

352

Garrard turntable - $25.08.
f inisked bar - $58 88 3524728

Compact refrigerator 2' .Tl II
352 665S

FOR RENT
I
bdrm
furnished a c
residential area, married
couples only, no pets, available
June 352 2l96aller_5 30
Sublet Avail Mr 25 I bd apt
All ulil It cable TV $145 mo
256 Greenview 352-1195
APARTMENT. 2 man. spring
and or summer 352-8109
1 Im needed Io sublease spr
qtr_352-l222
We have many apartments and
houses for rent for summer and
fall Call Newlove Realty 353
7M1
Now leasing lor summer and
fall Luther Apartments. 1 and 2
bedrooms 9 month and 12
month leases 352 4394
APARTMENTS 2
lurnished 352-4671

bedrooms

Preferred Properties Co
Management Apartment &
house rentals 1163 Napoleon
Rd Office hrs 9 00-12 00. 1 005 00 Phone 352 9378 ^^
We have many houses k apts
lor summer at reduced rates
Phone 353 7381
Apartments for 4 students near
Towers for Fall rentals Special
rates for summer rentals
Phone 352 7385
Now leasing 2 bdrm apts. for
(all 4 summer quarters 1 block
from campus Call evenings
353-3143 or 352 3888
Large 2 bedroom furnished
Winthrop Terrace Apt to sublet
summer
Available June
anytime 3524522 or 352 5884
Room for 2 girls 281 S College
Dr. Cooking prirlVafaa.
Cherry
Hill Village 853
Napoleon Rd Suite 5 Office
hrs 900-1200; 1 00-5 M Ph
3524348 or 352 8378
1 bdrm. furnished apt available
spring quarter 8135 including
utilities Near University. 8884841
Apt available for summer
completely
furnished,
reasonable close to campus and
town 352-1485

TuMdoy. March 11,1975, Th« BG N#wi Tag. 5

local briefs
Correction
In a story in Friday's News. Lt. Melvin R Jones,
supervisor of the Parking Bureau, was quoted as saying
that during basketball games students can park in Lot 13
behind the Commuter Center without paying. This lot is a
metered lot. and requires payment.

KARMA
KARMA, the local drug assistance center, is accepting
applications from persons interested in volunteering their
services for the summer.
Screening will begin April 1. and will involve both a
personality screening test and an interview with a
psychologist
Training sessions beginning in late April will involve
three Saturday meetings Basic pharmacology, drug crisis
intervention and interviewing skills will be explained
Persons interested in volunteering should call 352-7330

Indian jewelry
The Union Activities Organization lUAOl Exhibits
Committee is sponsoring an exhibit of Indian jewelry and
crafts today through Friday from 10 am 5 30 p m in the
Browsing Room. Union
The exhibit, which is presented by the Sundance Trading
Company, features a wide variety of jewelry, sand
screens, pottery and rugs

Primary
Alvin L Perkins, ward one councilman, has announced
that he plans to run for the Democratic nomination for
mayor in the June 3 primary
Also in the mayoral race is Robert M Dickinson,
sophomore (Ed.I Mayor Charles E Bartlett has not
announced yet whether or not he plans to seek re-election
Perkins' present first ward council seat is being sought
by David Meermans. sophomore i B.A.I.
Robert Goodwin Jr . junior (AAS. B.A.I is seeking a
councilman-at-large post being vacated by Thomas M
Carroll, who has announced that he will not seek reelection

Survey
Following 15 weeks of research, the University
Recreational Facilities Committee is surveying student
interest in an indoor facility.
The facility, according to the survey, would be a coeducational, multi-purpose structure for intramural and
free-time use Archery, badminton, basketball, dance,
golf, handball, jogging, judo, karate, paddleball. squash,
swimming, tennis, volleyball, and weight training could be
accommodated in addition to other sports and activities.
(>n campus students yesterday were issued survey
forms in their residence halls while commuters and offcampus students will receive form's later this week
Faculty and staff aTso wTfThave a chance to give their
opinion
The survey is no way binding to build such a facility, the
committee said, adding that the results will be just a form
of student feedback concerning an indoor recreational
building

B.G.

Graduate student writes
play for success' theme
By Gall Harris
Room 101 Prout seems
like an average room from
the outside But once inside,
a visitor notices that this
dorm room-turned-office is
special
It is the home base of Pat
Relph. graduate student,
who is about to receive her
Ph D in speech and is currently producing and directing her own original play.
"Dreamers," to be performed by students enrolled
in the Humanities Cluster
College of the University
The Humanities Cluster
College exists only during
winter quarter The students
involved in the program live
and learn together in Prout
in a "boarding school type
atmosphere" and follow the
Cluster College program
According to Relph. one ol
sn
instructors
in
the
college, a different theme is
picked for the students to
study each year This year's
theme is picked for the students to study each year
This
year's
theme is
"Success "
At the end of each session
of the college, students present a play based on the
theme of their studies The
program is in its fourth year
at the University

sions that will affect their
future lives-the kind everyone must eventually make."
said Relph
"They try to figure out
what success means to
them." she added
Through a series of often
bizarre dreams, the couple,
played by Tim Helbig. freshman i A&Si and Demse
Gadd. freshman iH&CSl.
soon comes to realize why
they are the way they are,
Relph explained

make the play appeal to
people

RELPH
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Relph said "Dreamers" is
an example of "Brechtian"
theater, in that the actors
never let the audience forget
it is seeing a play
She said she believed it
was very important to draw
people in the audience and
people on stage together

MOST STORES.

I
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GOVT INSPECTED
«=OR WHOLESOMENESS

MIXED
"I think it's a stupid idea
to pretend the audience is
not there, and that's what
traditional theater does."
Relph said.

FRYER
PARTS

"Dreamers" will be presented at 8 pm Sunday and
Monday in the Joe K Brown
Theatre The play is free
and open to the public.
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Addrtis tnvtlopK at homt.
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Relph said she believes
her cast is exceptional and
unique in many ways
"We have incredible vitality and lack of inhibition."
she said "I feel that all this
energy is a pleasant thing to
see 1 think these (actors

k

EXCEPT SUNDAY MORNING 12 MIDNIGHT TO 8 A.M.

During the course of the
play, the leads talk directly
to the audience, and tell its
members they are glad to
see them

1 wanted to do something
unconventional, not in the
style of traditional theater."
she said "1 wanted to do
anything that was irregular "
Kelph said the play was
"painfully rehearsed " She
added
that the actors
worked improvisationally to
help them get used to acting
Many times, while rehearsing someone would say
something and it would be
added to the script

"Dreamers" is the story
of a young couple frustrated
by the dilliculty of crucial
career decisions
"Thev must make deci-

THOUGHT

moment, then said. "This
play is not really comedy,
but it's light, charming and
silly It's short and complex.
but it's fast moving, and
deals with a serious theme
in a pleasant manner "

DURING the dream sequences. 15 actors and actresses play many partsIrom little children to pans
in
a
computer- 'which
represents all the counseling
and career guidance we
receive before we're pushed
into the real world." said
Relph

"DREAMERS" is the pro
duct of Relph's desire to
write a play
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Meeting people is one aspect of sorority life, but so are scholarship.
leadership, philanthropy, and campus community involvement If
even one of these reasons to get involved sounds good to you. take
*he plunge--sign up for Sorority Spring Rush today at 425 Student
Services Building. We're not all alike, but one of us is probably just
like you.
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LOWFAT MILK
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2.2 accum needed and a $2.00 registration
From March 10-13 Sign up in University Union
From 3-7:30
March 10-14 Sign up in your dormitory or from
March 10-Apnl 2 go to 425 Student Services
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THINKING OF TEACHING AS A POSSIBLE CAREER?

Radiator and Auto Body
Radiator repair
Gas tank repair • welding service
air conditioning repair & service
and general auto repair
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• DISCUSSION OF CURRENT EDUCATIONAL ISSUES
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TWO CREDIT HOURS • ONE EVENING PER WEEK

IN QUARTERS CLOVER VALLFY

MARGARINE

LOOK FOR COURSE LISTING IN THE SPRING 1975 SCHEDULE
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(offer good for 30 days)

Limit 3 with coupon & $5.00 additional purchase!
Except boar, win* & ciqarettes

Limit ono coupon por family.

DOMINOS

Alpha Xi Delta

Super Supper Special

wishes to
congratulate its new
actives

Domino's is offering 3 free
Cokes with the purchase of any
Large Pizza. With the purchase
of a small Pizza, you get a
quart coke (for the asking)
4:30-7:30 Mon.-Thur.

Sheree Banks

Judy Lowe ry

Deborah Barulli

SueMahU

Kay Chapman

Barbara RiemenschnekJer

Connie Dobbetaere

Ann Shanklin

Kim Dudley
Rosanne George
Nancy Hank

Linda Stout
Cynthia Tra ver

i
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Good For 3 Free Cokes
with the Purchase of
A Large Pizza
Call
3525221

Carolyn Williams
Phone_
Address-

8

Good For One
Quart Coke with the
Purchase of a Small Pizza

352-5221
Phone —
Address-

^JM
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SAVE
UP TO
$1 20

Limit 3 with coapon I $5.00 additional purchase ■
tucept beer wine & cigarettes

Limit ono coapon por family.
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PROOF KROGER REALLY DOES HELP
MINI-MIZE YOUR FOOD COSTS.
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Mi tor's Mte: TV following is Ike first ol ■ three-part
sctict o* former Fslcoi iccr John Stewart, aew playloit
with the World Hockey Associ.tioo Cleveland Crasaders.
By Mike Letko

Young Stewart
absorbs injuries,
enjoys pro sport

It was several weeks back and the Cleveland Crusaders
were battling the defending champion Houston Aeros in a
World Hockey Association (WHA) confrontation at the
Midwest Coliseum
Twenty-one-year-old John Stewart, a rookie with the
Crusaders after completing just his sophomore year at
Bowling Green, attempted to apply a body check to one of
the Aeros near the corner of the rink
As Stewart closed in on his opponent, the Houston player
shot the puck across the ice and. as he did so, managed to
swipe the young Crusader across the nose with his hockey
stick
"HE SHOT the puck and followed through because I guess
he though I was coming in a little too hard on him,''
explained Stewart
The end result left Stewart with a gash across the bridge
of his nose-almost as if someone had struck him with a
sabre.
"It only took about three stitches." shrugged Stewart

"I've had a bunch of stitches in the eye this year and a
couple in the ear.
"I've been pretty lucky with stitches. One guy on our
team. Wayne Muloin. has had 68 stitches already this year.
So I feel pretty fortunate," he said with a grin

First of q series
John Stewart, indeed, has been fortunate Twenty-yearolds in major league hockey are almost as rare as
presidential impeachments Yet. Stewart managed to make
it in a league that contains such legendary names as Gordie
Howe. Bobby Hull and Gerry Cheevers
When he ended up sticking with the Cleveland varsity last
fall. Stewart was not even old enough to purchase alcoholic
beverages and barely of voting age But. he had already
accomplished a feat that many dream about.
Except for the gash on his nose, you might never guess
lhat he plays one of the most brutal and physical team
sports in the world He looks almost too young to shave and
wears a broad, boyish smile.
BUT WHEN he lares on his skates and picks up his hockey
stick. "Stewie" displays the kind of desire and potential that
coaches search for
One year ago. as a college sophomore, he was skating for
the Howling Green hockey squad Now. Stewart is playing

Lakers top icers
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By D.n Garfleld
Assistant Sports Editor
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It is not easy to write
about stunning losses,
especially the kind that hit
close to home
The Falcon icers have
made their mark on the big
wall of upset victims after
last Friday's 6-4 loss to Lake
Superior in the opening
round of the Central
Collegiate
Hockey
Association (CCHAI
tournament in St. Louis.
The BG icers must have
been planning a victory
party. The Lakers
rebounded from a 4-0 deficit
and scored six third-period
goals enroute to the win. The
win was short-lived as the
Lakers were destroyed by
host St Louis. 8-3. Sunday in
the conference title game
Coach Ron Mason was
frank in his post-game
comments
He said
yesterday that the loss was
like a "storybook ending"
for Lake Superior--a
nightmare for the Falcons

Women's swim squad
to compete in nationals
By l.auri I.each

Staff Writer
Eleven of Bowling
Green's women swimmers
leave today for national
competition at Arizona State
University in Tempe.
Arizona
The Falcon tankers. 22nd
in the nation last year, will
try to improve on that as
they compete both Individ
ually and in relays with
representatives from about
200 other schools
"I'm reall> thrilled for the
kids." said coach Jean
Campbell
"At first. I
wondered if il i nationals I
was a beneficial experience,
but after going last year and
watching 200 healthy young
people compete. I decided
lhat it was. indeed, a
worthwhile experience "
Kepresenling Howling
Green al the nationals are
Barb McKee. who qualified
in the 50-yard backstroke,
100 backstroke. 200
inlermedlev and 100

butterfly. Betsy Fisher, 100.
200 and 400-yard freestyle
and 50-yard butterfly; Cindy
Sargent. 50 backstroke;
Becky Siesky. 50 freestyle,
100 freestyle and 100 Intermedley and Sharon Ackron.
50 and 100-yard breaststrokes MiSue Finke will be
diving
THE TIMES OF the four
BG relay teams competing
nationally are way below the
national rut-off times,
according to Campbell The
200 freestyle relay broke the
national record of 1 42.8 in
the Midwest Championship
meet with a time of 1 41 45
Cut-off times in the
nationals is 1:46
Swimming in the 200
freestyle relay will be
Siesky. Fisher. Valerie
Newell and Gail Sailer.
Other relay events are the
200 medley relay (Ackron.
McKee, Sailer and Sargentl.
the 400 medley relay
i Ackron. McKee. Diane
Coppersmith and Sieskyi
and 400 yard freestyle

I Newell.
McKee).

Siesky.

Fisher.

•Arizona State will
definitely be the top team at
the meet, but the California
schools and University of
Miami iFla I will be right
up there," said Campbell
"NATIONALS ARE not
nearly as much ol a team
effort as regionals unless, if
like Arizona State, you have
depth coupled with
strength." she added "We
just hope each girl is able to
swim her best time ."
Campbell Is taking two
alternates-Cheryl Dick and
Cathy Witkowski - in case of
illness or injury
"The girls are having to
work very hard for this, but
I think they're in pretty good
shape." she said "I think
this is a good experience,
especially for the upperclassmen like Betsy
(Fisheri. Barbie (McKeeI
and Becky(Siesky'. because
it culminates everything
they've been working lor "

Falcon basketball mentor Pat Haley apparently
disagrees with an official's call in last weekend's
showdown with Central Michigan at Anderson
Arena. Despite the lots, Haley's team will play
Tennessee
Friday
night
in
the
Collegiate
Commissioner's tournament in Louisville, Ky.
(Newsphoto by Dan Feicht)

"WE JUST choked.'
Mason said yesterday. "I'm
not putting the blame on any
one player It was total team
effort."
Mason said a Lake
Superior short-handed goal
that tied the game stalled
the Falcons and propelled
the Lakers to the dramatic
finish
Here is the brief playback
of the action The Falcons
scored three goals in the
first period and added one in
the second, building up a

BG tankers finish eighth in MAC
By Pete Engleharl
Stall Writer
The Falcon swimming,
team ended its 1974-75 sea
son with an eighth-place finish in the MidAmerican
Conference IMACI swim
nnng and diving champion
ships at Central Michigan
University last weekend
The four day affair at
Daniel P Rose Center
marked the first time in 23
years that 10 teams com-

peted in the league championships The meet also
featured over 200 competitors, the most in the MAC
swimming annals
PRE MEET favorite
Miami University (Ml'I prevailed over four-time
defending champion Kent
State University iKSl'i as
the Redskins outpointed the
Flashes. 162 143. in the final
day's action to break open a
two-day struggle between
the two powers

Miami, which had six individual champions, tallied 438
total points for the meet to
down Kent, which had five
champions Eastern Michigan 1267(. Northern Illinois
(1771. Western Michigan
(1731. Central Michigan
(1621. Ohio University 11251.
Bowling Green 1961. Ball
si.it i' (851 and Toledo University i20i rounded out the
meet scoring
In addition to their individual champions, the Redskins

Women hoopsters sixth
By l.auri Leach
su.il Writer

"Not bad" was the way
basketball coach Sue llager
described her team's sixth
place finish in the Midwest
tournament at Illinois State
last weekend
"We were very happy with
the finish, especially since I
thought
we
were
outclassed." Hager said
"The skill was very good,
and we were lortunate to be
able to split our games ''
The Falcons lost two
games to a strong Wisconsin-Oshkosh team and
Ball State before defeating
Southern Illinois and
Marshall
"We shouldn't have lost to

Ball State, but we couldn't
get an offensive game out of
the seniors." said Hager
"Southern Illinois and
Marshall are strong teams,
and we were glad to beat
them "
The
Wisconsin-Oshkosh
game was a definite disaster
as BG fell. 84-53 The
Falcons only shot 27 per cent
from the field and grabbed a
meager five offensive
rebounds and 19 defensive
rebounds
Gail Allen was high scorer
for BG with 12 points Other
scorers in double figures
were Bobbie Little and Jane
Pekarek with 10 markers
each Allen was also leading
reboundcr with six
THE FALCONS ended up

on the winning side of a tight
game with Marshall. 53-48
Pekarek and Cathy
Copeland were leading
scorers with 13 and 11 points
respectively Allen again
was leading rebounder with
eight caroms
Sue Chorman had 15 points
for the Falcons in their 68-50
blitzing of Southern Illinois
She was also leading
rebounder with 12
ALTHOUGH Bowling
Green led Ball State. 30-26.
at the half, they lost a 58-53
heartbreaker Pekarek put
on a fine performance,
scoring 20 points, and Allen
grabbed 10 rebounds

used their depth to prcv.nl
over (he Flashes forced to
swim all season without lour
ol their top swimmers who
were suspended from KSl
in January
Despite the adversity (he
Flashes Jini DeVuxentis
won the 50 and 100-yard free.
styles, a feat thai earned
him (he meet's most valu
able swimmer award lit1
was also voted by the
league's senior performers
and coaches .is the MAC'S
outstanding senior swimmer
The highest finish by a BG
swimmer was Kurt Seibe
nick's third place in the one
meter diving competition
The freshman boardmen.
who has already qualified
for the NCAA finals, noted
out Kent's Hob Serwin. 366
365
Seibemck complemented
his one-meter performance

Native Tan Lotion and Oils
finally arrived Buy before
you go to Florida and save

Bee Gee Hearth Spa
High & 7th Streets

with a seventh-place finish
in (he three-meter diving, an
accomplishment Falcon
coach Tom Stubbs labeled
"an outstanding achievement ."
Senior co-captain Bill
Hradburn was BG't high
scorer for the meet with
21'2 points He finished sixth
in the 100-yard backstroke
with a time of 56 5 and set a
school record of 2 02.8 in the
200-yard backstroke while
finishing fifth
PERHAPS THE biggest
surprise ol the meet was the
performance of BG distanceman Dean Ackron The
sophomore tanker, who won
only one event during the

dual meet season, finished
fourth in the 1650-yard freestyle and ninth in the 500yard freestyle with a 4 55 4
clocking
John Watts' fifth place in
the 500-yard freestyle set a
school record of 4:52.5 He
also placed tenth in the 1650yard freestyle.
Chris Price and Rob Ellis
also set school records
during the meet Price
swam a 2:02.7 in the 200yard individual medley for
ninth place. He also added a
2:03.7 in the 100-yard breaststroke Ellis placed nth in
the 400-yard individual
medley with a record time
of 4:27.3.

LARGE 2 BEDROOM UNFURNISHED
APARTMENTS LESS THAN 6 MONTHS OLD,
LOCATED 1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS.
WASHER AND DRYER IN BUILDING. COMPLETELY CARPETED. AVAILABLE JUNE OR
SEPTEMBER. FOR MORE DETAILS CALL
353-7381.

AMERICAN INDIAN JEWELRY
SHOWING

SUMMER APT. RENTAL

Alpha Xi Delta

LOWEST RATES IN BOWLING GREEN

®l]e tEratHttonal JBen

wishes to congratulate

AIR'CONDITIONED, TWO BEDROOMS
COMPLETELY FURNISHED, DISHWASHERS
UP TO FOUR OCCUPANTS ENCOURAGED

rwwwi

Sharon Hall

on outstanding Greek Woman
1KB

Call Delbert At: 352 7671
or 1-246-4413 Collect

comfortable 4-0 lead
The Lakers didn't get
going until 5 57 of period
three when they countered
with the first of a handful ol
power play goals LSSC
added another goal at 10 26
before a four-goal ambush in
the late going
Julio Francella was a
important man in LSSC's
comeback The senior icer
was on the assist end of the
first three Laker goals of the
last period before he stole a
BG pass and skated in for
the tying short-handed goal
Francelta's goal came
with only 1 37 to go in the
game The winning goal and
security goal were
spectacles in themselves
During a fight for the puck
in front of the BG net. Bob
Clemmons elevated the
winning goal into the upper
corner of the net from five
feet out with 56 seconds
left
GOAUE AL Sarachman.
who played the entire game,
left the nets after that goal

in a BG attempt to get the
tying goal The Lakers' Bob
Webb poked in an open-net
goal to ice the game with IS
seconds remaining
Mason added that he
thought his goalie was
stunned during the
onslaught The BG mentor
said be thought little'
penalties in the final period
killed BG. and be didn't
change his strategy during
the late stages.
"Those miserable little
penalties killed us." Mason
said "We played basic
hockey and we didn't change
anything in ihe third period
We didn't try to play
defense.
"1 might have taken out Al
(Sarachman) and it might
have changed things, but the
damage came late in the
game." he added
Mason said if there was
one "hero" for the Lakers.
Francella was the one
"HE WAS THE one that
sparked them to victory."
Mason said "He was a thorn
m our side

Ticket information
The Bowling Green basketball team will play Tennessee
in the National Commissioner's Invitational Tournament
this Friday night
The game, to be played at Freedom Hall in Louisville.
Ky.. will be a 9:05 pro starter and the second game of a
doubleheader Purdue will play Missouri in the first game,
slated to begin at 7 05 p.m
THERE WILL be no advance ticket sales. All tickets must
be purchased at the gate Tickets are priced at $7. $5 and $3.
and BG fans should purchase tickets in section 206 of
Freedom Hall, located on the state fairgrounds One ticket
is good for both Friday games.
The winner of the BG-Tennessee game will meet the
winner of Thursday night's Southern California-Drake tilt at
9:05 p.m. Saturday with the finals scheduled (or Sunday

Alpha Xi's
congratulate their new
Golden Torch Members
*
*
*
*
*
*

Cindy Conti *
Karon Hall *
MoryFoltx *
D.nit. Bernard *
Moan Zaunnw *
Mich.ll. Abraham *

Congratulations!
to the newly elected
officers of
Arnold Air Society

NAVAJO ZUNI HOPI

AT

HUI

with hockey's elite He talked about the transition from
college to pro.
QUESTION: Was making the Crusaders' squad this year
like a dream come true for you?
ANSWER: "It sure was. I had it in my mind when I first
started out that I wanted to make the team real bad. I knew
there was going to be a center spot open and I just went
from there. I set my goal on the center spot and it came to
me "
Q: Did you feel like just a 20-year-old kid with a bunch of
veterans in training camp (last year) or did you have a lot of
confidence''
A: "I really did go into training camp thinking I would
make the team, but I knew just the fact that I signed a
contract didn't mean I was on the team. I knew I had to
work for it I knew what the records of the other centers
from last year were, and I knew some of the players didn't
have really great seasons-especially some of the younger
guys that signed the year before I went into training camp
with that in mind "
Q: Did you feel a lot of pressure when you went into
training camp or not?
A: "At the start, it was still a glorified major league
hockey-type thing, but when I got out onto the Ice. it wasn't
too bad We were all doing the same things, so it was easy
after the first couple days."
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Operations • John Vrba
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